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WHERE ARE WE?
THE APOSTOLIC TEACHING PHASE
- PART 4
Amos Olusegun Omoboriowo

This message was preached by
Brother Amos, on the evening of
Sunday 17th November 2019,
at the November 2019
Convention, at Bible Faith
Tabernacle, Lagos, Nigeria. It is
originally part of the third
segment, but was broken down
further into two parts by Brother
Amos, for ease of reading, and
to do justice to the Truth. This
fourth and concluding segment,
ultimately shows us that it is
only through Jesus Christ, and
his chosen Apostle, that we can
truly know our way home, just
as 2 Chronicles 20:20 similarly
reveals. What a wonderful time
lies ahead for the Elect Bride
of Christ.

Where Are We? The Apostolic
Teaching Phase. We stopped at
a particular point, when we were
considering some of the many
messages the Lord has helped
us to put out universally for the
Bride, in the Scribe Magazine.
They are messages we believe
lay out the Truth of the Holy
Scriptures, the Revealed Faith
of Jesus Christ, in its absolute
scriptural depth, with
unquestionable crystal-clarity,
and in utter simplicity, to help
God's Elect Seeds around the
globe, thereby enabling them to
be solidly grounded in the Faith.
We literally stopped with our
consideration of The Seven
Seals, which we have right here
on our chart, (Brother Amos
May the Lord bless each and points to the chart), and we saw
every one of you. We just want the extremely carnal and
to conclude our message, titled, incredible projections, which
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the Late World Renown
Evangelist, Billy Graham,
made in his book, titled,
Approaching Hoofbeats,
The Four Horsemen Of
The Apocalypse. Do not
forget that we are in the
highlight of this message,
because we are showing
just how the Spirit of
TRUTH has helped us
tremendously, in Unveiling
the Holy Bible, in this Third
and Final Move of God for
the Universal Bride, right
under the Apostolic
Householder Scribe
Ministry of John. These are
the Evident and
Undeniable Fruits of what
the Lord is currently doing
on earth at this Evening
Time, in this Revelational
Move of God for the Word
Bride, right in this
A p o s t o l i c Te a c h i n g
Season, through John, the
Third and Final
Householder Scribe, the
Last Gentile Witness of
The TRUTH OF CHRIST.
Brothers and sisters, we
will now continue with our
consideration of some of
the many messages of the
Holy Scriptures that have
been laid out in the Scribes,
to give God's elect seeds a
perfect revelated
understanding of the Truth
of the Word of God.
Church, once the 70th
Week of Daniel has run its
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full course, The Day Of The
Lord will immediately be
ignited, for it is when the
Lord returns physically to
overturn the whole world,
and wipe out ALL ungodly
humanity, thereby ushering
in The Millennium. And
once the Millennium is
concluded, and the Battle
of Gog and Magog of
Revelation Chapter 20,
verses 7-10, is fulfilled,
which is actually A None
War, this brings us straight
to the next Bible issue we
have on our chart, a great
prophetic issue, titled, The
White Throne Judgment.
After The White Throne
Judgment has been
instituted, Eternity will
immediately break forth,
bringing us to the Eighth
Day, a new and endless
beginning, ageless and
timeless, for it is time
without end! Church, The
White Throne Judgment is
a very serious Bible issue,
a major divine subject, and
we are extremely glad that
everything about that
judgment has been
unveiled to us today, by the
Spirit of Truth. For we must
ask: Exactly where is this
judgment to be
established? Is it on earth,
or in heaven? Who comes
before this Throne to be
judged? What Books are
used in that day? And who
does the judging? In what
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body are they judged? ALL
these are issues that we
have the Bible answers,
and to God be the glory!
This truth has also been
followed on our chart with
another great and most
crucial prophetic subject,
titled, The Image Of The
Beast. In unveiling this
extremely deep prophetic
topic, the Spirit of Truth has
helped us to give a
detailed, perfect, and
wonderful scriptural
presentation of this great
prophetic truth of God,
which relates to nothing
other than The World
Council of Churches (The
WCC), WHICH IS THE
IMAGE OF THE BEAST!
Brothers and sisters, The
Image of the Beast of
Revelation Chapter 13, is a
very serious prophetic
issue, for whoever takes
the Mark of the Beast, or
whoever worships the
Image of The Beast, is a
sure candidate for the Lake
of Fire! No matter how
much he or she confesses
Jesus Christ, he or she will
never come into Eternal
Life, and as such, it is a
very serious and grave
(dangerous) prophetic
issue! We just cannot
afford to be ignorant of its
true prophetic application!
However, brothers and
sisters, although we have
the truth of what constitutes
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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the Image of the Beast from
Brother Branham,
nevertheless, we do not
have its scriptural
breakdown from him,
except a “Thus saith the
Lord.” And in presenting
this major subject, brothers
and sisters, we just cannot
say to the religious world,
“Brother Branham said it is
Thus saith the Lord!” We
have to teach and establish
the truth, any truth of God,
by the Holy Scriptures,
which is the Exclusive
Foundation for Truth, ALL
TRUTH! It is just as Brother
Branham warned on 10th
November 1963, in his
sermon titled, He That Is In
You, where he gave the
testimony about The Third
Pull, earnestly imploring:
“Now, when a voice
speaks to you, WATCH
THE SCRIPTURE. If it's
Not Scriptural, YOU
LEAVE IT ALONE; I don't
care how plain it is, YOU
STAY AWAY FROM IT.”
Earlier in January 1962, in
his sermon titled,
Explaining The Ministry,
paragraph 9, the Prophet
stated firmly and
categorically: “And let's
just search back. If that
isn't Scriptural, THEN
LEAVE IT ALONE. If I ever
say ANYTHING in your
presence, as A Doctrine
or A Teaching, THAT'S
NOT IN THE BIBLE,
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FORGET IT, BECAUSE
IT'S NOT RIGHT. And if
the — any Angel, (I don't
care how real he looks,
and how inspired he is), if
he speaks contrary to the
Word of God, LEAVE HIM
ALONE. HE'S NOT OF
GOD. Galatians 1:8 said,
“An Angel from heaven
preach any other
Doctrine than this is,
what already taught, LET
HIM BE ACCURSED.”
We… don't take nothing,
B U T J U S T W H AT
GOD…” (SAYS IN THE
HOLY SCRIPTURES)!
Finally, on March 24th,
1963, in his message,
titled, The Seventh Seal,
paragraph 343, the
Prophet similarly warned,
saying: “… Now, there's
many people had
visions. There's many
been in revelations.” IF
IT'S CONTRARY TO THE
W O R D , L E AV E I T
ALONE; THAT'S RIGHT,
L E AV E I T A L O N E . ”
Brothers and sisters,
applying this warning of
Life to the issue of what
constitutes The Image Of
The Beast, ALL we have
from Brother Branham is
only a “Thus saith the
Lord”, which in itself does
not establish a Truth,
without A Bible Base!
Saints, we believe the
Prophet's “Thus saith the
Lord” on this subject,
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nevertheless, the bitter fact
also remains that he did not
give us the scriptural
presentation of it, its
scriptural breakdown, and
it is for the simple fact that
he did not have it, as the
Lord did not give this to
him! Period! Consequently,
if you take ALL his Sermon
Books, you will not find the
Biblical Unveiling of this
prophetic issue laid out
anywhere therein, except
his “Thus saith the Lord”,
and his mere quoting of the
Scriptures relating to the
Image of The Beast! And
yet, it is an inarguable
scriptural fact that we
cannot establish the Image
of the Beast, by simply
saying it is “Thus saith the
Lord”! Furthermore, neither
did God inspire Brother
Raymond Jackson to deal
with this subject in the
Contender, so we might
have this Truth by the Holy
Scriptures! However, when
time rolled in to this Third
and Final Junction of Time,
the Lord gave us the
scriptural breakdown of it,
perfectly and scripturally
vindicating the prophetic
pronouncement which the
Prophet to this Last Age,
gave, on this most crucial
prophetic topic. And it is a
“Must Know”, for the True
Bride of Jesus Christ,
particularly because this
truth has been fully opened
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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up with the Holy Bible, and
it even opens up the truth of
what “The Mystery of
Iniquity”, truly is! (2 Thess.
2:7). Saints, the next Bible
issue we will now consider,
is The Seven Mountains
Of Revelation 17, a Scribe
which gives us a detailed
and crystal-clear
exposition of “The Great
Whore”, the Woman of
Revelation Chapter 17,
who is none other than the
Roman Catholic Church
Organisation, who is
judged in Revelation
Chapter 18! The
fundamental prophetic
issue, however, is this:
What are these Seven
Mountains? Are they truly
Seven Kingdoms, as
Richard Gan of Singapore
has taught, and wants us to
believe? For not only did he
add Assyria and Egypt into
his so-called Seven
Kingdoms, but he even
broke the Roman Beast
Empire into two, in order to
make up the Seven
Kingdoms! Oh my! Our
Scribe lays out this truth in
absolute scriptural detail,
and as extremely complex
as the prophetic subject of
the Seven Mountains are,
they are presented in
simplicity, and we thank
God for the marvellous
Light! Brothers and sisters,
this truth is followed on our
chart by another major
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Bible subject, which is The
Book Of Life, and that
Scribe gives us a very
serious, rich, deep, and
complete breakdown of
this Great Book of Mystery,
another very complex
issue, one that the Book of
Redemption, The Scroll of
Redemption, is firmly tied
to! You have to see the
evident footprints of the
Spirit of Truth! And as I said
before, The Book Of Life is
a serious, deep, very wide,
and extremely complex
prophetic issue, and
hence, we must ask: What
is this Book? How is it
constituted? Is it the same
with the Book of
Redemption, and if not,
what is the difference?!
Saints, whatsoever is to be
known concerning The
Book of Life, scripturally
speaking, has been fully
opened up for the Elect
Bride, in this Third and
Final Junction of Time, this
Ending Apostolic Teaching
Season. Consequently, the
Light on this very important
Bible issue, is shining
gloriously tonight, and to
God be the glory! Brothers
and sisters, of a truth, we
have the True Light of it,
ALL from the pages of the
Holy Bible, because the
promise of God in
Zechariah 14:7, Proverbs
4:18, and Matthew 13:11,
still hold as we speak, for
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“The Eagle IS STILL
FLYING”, EverBrightening and EverEnriching our pathway!
Finally, brothers and
sisters, next on our chart,
we have the truth of the
Holy Scriptures relating to
The Martyrdom Of
Saints, a Scribe message
which opens up the various
Judgments of Jesus Christ,
ALL which make up the
One “Judgment Seat of
Christ.” As we stated
earlier, these are just a
good number of the many
other messages we have in
the Scribe, messages that
open up the truths of God
conveyed in the Holy
Scriptures, and messages
that have made the Holy
Bible become an Open
Book, for the True Bride of
Jesus Christ. Of a truth, we
are enjoying a Great
Explosion of Light, TRUE
BIBLE LIGHT, A Matchless
Light, just as the Lord said it
would be, here “At
Evening Time”! As a
result of this great divine
development, in this
A p o s t o l i c Te a c h i n g
Season, this Final
Apostolic Teaching Phase,
we have been Lifted up
onto an unparalleled
revelatory plateau,
powered by the Spirit of “A
Flying Eagle”! These are
the deep things of Jesus
Christ, ordained for the
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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spiritual adornment and
glorification of the Royal
Universal Bride of Christ!
And IF you are part of this
Elect Bride, most
especially, IF you are to
make a part of the Living
Element of the Royal Word
Bride, these are the divine
jewels of Jesus Christ that
you must have, that will
most certainly adorn your
soul! The True Word Bride
will be adorned with the
Total Revelation of Jesus
Christ, whether pertaining
to the Mysteries of the
kingdom, the Prophecies of
God in the Holy Bible, the
True Doctrines of the Early
Church, and Instructions in
Righteousness, that she
might be a marvellous
living expression of the
Fullness of the Spirit of
Jesus Christ! Do not forget
that the title of our message
is, Where Are We? The
Apostolic Teaching Phase.
For of a truth, we are in The
Apostolic “TEACHING
SEASON”, where the
Ever-Flowing and EverFresh Fountain of the
Revealed Faith of Jesus
Christ of the Holy Bible, has
been fully opened up, for
the crucial spiritual
edification of the Elect
Bride of Jesus Christ. For
indeed, in this Ending
Move for the Universal
Bride of Christ, the Lord
God has Lifted A Great

Standard, against The
Great Apostasy that we
are facing today in
Christendom, The Great
Falling Away that was
occasioned by the Gross
and Wilful Unbelief of the
Branham Movement, of the
Restored Apostolic
Message of the Holy Bible!
The Lord had to Lift up this
Prevailing Apostolic
Standard for THE WORD
BRIDE, in the face of the
total desecration and
bastardization of
Christianity, which followed
The Great Apostasy,
which has resulted in the
Divine Famine that has
now completely ravaged
Christendom, and The
Open Rebellion we also
see in the human society at
large, a very sad and
troubling reality we are now
facing at this Evening Time!
Moreover, we must not
forget, the End of Apostasy,
ALL Apostasy, is Death in
the Lake of Fire! For that is
really the only remedy for
Apostasy, Death in the
Lake of Fire! Think
seriously about that!
Brothers and sisters, the
material question we now
need to ask at this junction,
is this: As we stand today,
seeing that the Fountain of
Living Water has been fully
opened up for the Bride of
Christ, just how will the
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Universal Bride be adorned
with this rich and beautiful
Light of the Holy
Scriptures, around the
globe? Church, the Epistle
of 2 Timothy Chapter 2,
gives us the answer, when
Apostle Paul stated in very
plain and clear terms,
beginning from verse 1:
“Thou therefore, my son”
(Timothy, who was also an
Apostle), “be strong in the
grace that is in Christ
Jesus.” (Now listen to
verse 2): “And THE
THINGS” (OF JESUS
CHRIST, which are the
True Revelations of Jesus
Christ), “that thou hast
HEARD OF ME among
many witnesses, THE
SAME COMMIT THOU TO
FAITHFUL MEN, WHO
SHALL BE ABLE TO
TEACH OTHERS ALSO.”
It is men who will equally
and faithfully teach the
revealed truths of Jesus
Christ that God used
Apostle Paul to lay out, for
the Universal Bride, in that
Ephesian Church Age, so
the souls of the elect
children of God in that First
Age of Christendom, could
be richly and marvellously
robed, with the true divine
revelation of Jesus Christ
of the Holy Bible! It is on the
same basis that Apostle
Jude, a brother of our Lord
Jesus Christ, also wrote in
the Epistle of Jude Chapter
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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1, verse 3, earnestly
admonishing: “Beloved,
when I gave ALL
diligence to write unto
you of the Common
Salvation, it was needful
for me to write unto you,
and exhort you that Ye
should Earnestly
Contend for THE FAITH
which was once
delivered” (or given)
“unto the saints”, (by the
holy Apostles of our Lord
Jesus Christ). And exactly
why are they to earnestly
contend for this Faith,
which is The Faith? It is not
only in order to keep the
holy flame of Truth alive,
ensuring steadfastness,
but it is also because of the
reason set forth in verse 4.
Jude Chapter 1, verse 4
states: “For there are
c e r t a i n m e n ” ,
(preachers), “crept in
unawares”, (secretly),
“who were before of old
ordained to this
condemnation, ungodly
men”, (tare preachers and
teachers, unbelievers,
wolves in sheep's
clothing), “turning the
grace of our God into
lasciviousness”,
(pursuing and driven by
their carnal desires), “AND
denying the only Lord
God, and our Lord Jesus
Christ”, (by their clever
and subtle denial of the
Truth of the Word of God;
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by their perversion of the
Holy Scriptures, their
overturning of the
Revealed Truths of Jesus
Christ, but not an outright
denial or outright rejection
of Jesus Christ, whom they
still profess to love and
serve). The saints in that
First Church Age, were
implored to be well
grounded and firmly rooted
in the True Revealed Faith
of Christ, which the Original
Apostles handed down to
them, so that they would
not be swayed and derailed
by the Antichrist preachers
and teachers who were
running the roads in that
day, for Satan had turned
them Loose! For “The
Mystery of Iniquity” was
already on, even in that
First Age of Christendom!
(2 Thess. 2:7). That is why
it is written of the Early
Church saints, in Acts
Chapter 2, verse 42: “And
they continued
STEDFASTLY in the
Apostles' Doctrine and
fellowship, and in
breaking of bread, and in
prayers”, because their
spiritual security laid in
abiding firmly and faithfully
in the Apostolic Light of
Jesus Christ, which the
Early Church was founded
upon, established! Church,
the pertinent and
fundamental question is
this: How does the Bride of
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Christ stand for the truth of
Christ, let alone contend for
it, if these truths have not
been taught to them?
Come on! Tell me in ALL
honesty, just how can
people “earnestly
contend for THE FAITH”
that was delivered to the
saints by the Apostles, if
they do not even know
what it is, because it has
not been taught to them by
their Local Ministry?! It is
impossible to contend for
something you do not
know! What you do not
know, you cannot stand for,
let alone contend for it! It is
impossible for you to
contend for something you
do not know, something
you do not understand! It
means in essence that if
ALL these rich treasures of
Light we have portrayed on
our chart, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), these
most priceless and
invaluable divine treasures
that came out from God's
Treasure Store of the Holy
Bible, these extremely
deep and rich truths, giving
us a matchless unveiling of
the Entire Plan of
Redemption, from the
Book of Genesis to the
Book of Revelation, if they
have not been taught to
you, and you do not know
them one by one, just how
do you contend for them,
when you do not even
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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know them to start with?!
And just as I said a few
moments ago, you cannot
contend for what you do not
know! Let us now go back
to 2 Timothy Chapter 2, and
consider what Apostle Paul
said to Saint Timothy in
verse 15, where he
implored: “Study to shew
thyself approved unto
God, a workman that
needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly
dividing the Word of
TRUTH.” I ask you tonight,
exactly what was Apostle
Timothy to study? It is not
his own thoughts about the
Word of God, for he was
not the Seed Bearer, but it
was the Apostolic
Revelation of Jesus Christ
which Apostle Paul bore for
the Universal Bride of
Christ, in that Ephesian
Church Age! For we read
an absolute and immutable
revelational fact, earlier on
in verse 2 of this same
Chapter, where Apostle
Paul plainly implored
Timothy: “And The
THINGS that thou hast
HEARD” (OR LEARNT)
“OF ME among many
witnesses, the same
commit thou to Faithful
Men, WHO SHALL BE
ABLE TO TEACH
OTHERS ALSO.” These
are the very Things, the
Apostolic Truths, Saint
Timothy was expected to

s t u d y, t h a t h e w a s
counselled to study, to
rightly expound or divide
for God's children, so that
the souls of the saints could
be richly adorned with the
most precious treasures of
Jesus Christ of the Holy
Bible, clothing their souls
with nothing but the Pure
and Original Revelation of
Jesus Christ, which
Apostle Paul bore, for the
Universal Gentile Bride! It
is so that they are not
ignorant and devoid of the
truth, so that their souls are
not naked, because the
true adornment for our
souls, is the pure and
unadulterated revelation
of Jesus Christ, as that
is our garment
of righteousness!
Righteousness comes by
the true revelation of Jesus
Christ of the Holy
Scriptures, for it is written
about the Gospel of Jesus
Christ in the Epistle of Paul
to the Romans, Chapter 1,
verse 17: “For therein is
the righteousness of God
revealed from FAITH to
FAITH”, (meaning, from
revelation to revelation).
Consequently, the more we
grow in the revelation of
Jesus Christ of the Holy
Bible, the more the Lord
clothes us with His
righteousness, and the
more carnal attributes will
fall away from our lives,
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because there is power, a
divine stimulating and
delivering power that the
truth of Jesus generates! It
greatly enthuses the hearts
of God's children, making
them want to live for God,
and to run away from ALL
iniquity, ALL appearances
of evil, because The
Gospel of Jesus Christ “is
the power of God unto
salvation to everyone
that believeth...” Are you
with me tonight? This is
exactly what happens
under a True and Faithful
Ministry, who cares much
enough, to lay out the
whole revealed Faith of
Jesus Christ that we have
received, for their spiritual
edification, in his Local
Assembly!
Brothers and sisters, so we
see that “faithful men” are
clearly required in the Holy
Scriptures. Apostle
Timothy was told to commit
the truth of Christ, the
revelation of the Nitty-gritty
details of this Great and
most Beautiful Plan of
Universal Redemption,
that he had received
(learnt) from Saint Paul, the
Carrier of the Blueprint of
Gentile Redemption, the
man who bore the
Standard of the Revealed
Truth of Jesus Christ, to
“faithful men” in the
Ministry, “who shall be
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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able to teach OTHERS
also”, meaning teach the
various Local Body of
saints, the very same
revealed Apostolic Truths
of Jesus Christ! Hence, in 2
Timothy Chapter 2, verse
15, Apostle Timothy was
plainly counselled: “Study
to shew thyself approved
unto God, a workman
that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly
dividing the Word of
Truth.” Now I ask you this,
who was Saint Timothy to
divide the Word of Truth to?
He was implored to
seriously study the
Apostolic Message of
Jesus Christ he had
received from “The
Apostle” Paul, and rightly
divide or expound it, not for
himself, but for the other
men in the Ministry, as well
as for the saints, the
children of God! He was not
to divide the truth for
himself, because this
inspired divine instruction,
was given on account of
the other men in the
Ministry, who Saint Timothy
was to commit the Truth to,
as well as on account of the
children of God! In other
words, and in simple terms,
Saint Paul was only asking
Saint Timothy, in his
preaching and teaching, to
carry the true revelation of
the Holy Bible, which
Apostle Paul had been
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used by the Spirit of the
Lord to lay out for the Entire
Body of Gentile Ministry!
Period! This is the perfect
and incontrovertible
interpretation, the absolute
truth, because you cannot
take verse 15, and use it to
knock verse 2, and neither
can you use it to deny verse
2, if you are bearing a true
revelation of God, for the
revelation of God is
Perfect, and it is One,
bearing No conflict! This is
absolutely so, because
when it comes to rightly
dividing the truth of Jesus
Christ, you have to follow
Apostle Paul, the man who
was “The Apostle of the
Gentiles”, THE GENTILE
PLUMBLINE HOLDER, in
his Light! (There was a
break in transmission, as
electricity was suddenly cut
off, and Brother Amos said
the following). Saints of
God, what I now say is a
little digression, but we
must realise that Satan
does not like being
exposed, and neither does
he like the divine
enlightenment which the
seeds of God receive,
because it checkmates
him, and as such, he will
throw whatever spanner he
can find in the works, to cut
off inspiration! As long as
you are ignorant of the
truth, Satan is very happy
with you, because he
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knows that you are blind,
and in your blindness, you
are going nowhere!
However, when he is being
exposed, and the eyes of
the understanding of God's
elect seeds are being
opened, Satan hates it, for
he hates exposure by the
Light! During the days of
Brother Branham, after his
discernment of people,
when the Prophet had
been mightily anointed to
expose the workings of
Satan, Satan hated it! The
devil would be so mad, so
much so, that demons
followed Brother Branham
to his hotel room, and they
would do ALL sort of
horrible things there!
Sometimes, Brother
Branham would feel them
around his flesh! One day,
the devil even came into his
hotel room, and stood
literally before him,
warning Brother Branham
to stop the exposition him,
and the Prophet had to
rebuke him in the name of
the Lord, and he
disappeared. In his
message dated August
21st, 1950, and titled, The
A n g e l A n d T h e
Commission, paragraph
18, Brother Branham
testified: “Many times
demons has followed me
in the room. I've felt their
flesh rubbing me, and
bells and things, when
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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haunt at me half the night
nearly.” Again, on July
13th, 1952, in his message
titled, Early Spiritual
Experiences, the Prophet
also testified: “… People
speak of demons and
don't know what they are.
When you're out, just
having some kind of a
thought, “Well, demons
are this or that.” But
when you meet face to
face and converse with
them, and they try to
move you in some other
way… And I will say this,
friends, my Bible open
before me this
afternoon… When
demons has met me, and
I've spoke to them, not
just some mythical,
makeup, or think, or feel
their power, I mean talk
face-to-face, as I did with
you. And I've tried this to
be sure. I've had them to
stand there, and look.
And I'd say, now, I don't
mean some person that's
possessed with a demon,
I mean, the form, outline
of a demon standing
there like a dark shadow,
speaking. And it threaten
at me, and I'd say, “You're
wrong. And you know
you're wrong. For it's
w r i t t e n i n t h e
Scripture…” See? And
he'd stand there, and I'd
say, “Answer me.” And
he wouldn't answer me.
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I'd say, “In the name of
high heavens, answer
me.” And he wouldn't do
it. And I'd call him all
kinds of names, but
whenever you name that
Name Jesus Christ, he
will answer. I've seen it, I
know, and God knows as
a witness, as I stand here
this afternoon, that is the
truth. But, brother and
sister, you better know
what you're doing. You'd
better be careful. And
you'd better be sure that
you understand. Don't
walk out there; stay right
where God's called you,
until you know what
you're doing, for it's a
dangerous thing. See?”
Church, there are some
Books and Scribes we
have produced that have
incurred the wrath of the
devil, and we, (my wife and
I), have had some strange
experiences in the room,
because of the exposition
of the devil! One night
whilst I was in bed, and I
have had this experience
many times, dark powers
came into my room,
because I saw the
darkness appear, and I
immediately knew that
demons had come in, and I
could feel their evil
presence. Church, one
day, I felt feathers all over
my body, a strange and
invisible presence, which
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overpowered me,
rendering me immobile!
But I knew one thing: There
is absolutely nothing they
can do to me, beyond what
they had been doing, for I
am under the Covenant of
Jesus Christ, under the
blood, as a child of Light! At
other times, it is my wife
that they attack, coming
into the room in the form of
dark little entities, with very
long hands, hideous
looking creatures! This
happens, because Satan
hates being exposed, and it
clearly shows that the devil
is mad at what the Lord is
using this Ministry to
accomplish, for the Bride of
Christ, ALL in the Light of
the Holy Scriptures! May
the Lord bless our precious
Indian brethren! My wife
and I have had some
incredible experiences in
India. I cannot even
describe it. Oh my!
Brothers and sisters, the
first night we spent in India,
on our very first visit in
August 2006, was in
Hyderabad, at the Amrutha
Castle Hotel, and we were
going to take a flight the
following morning to Gannavaram, Andhra Pradesh
State, where Brother
Daniel Komaravalli was
going to meet us, to take us
down to our first meeting
place in Kondapalli. That
night at the Amrutha
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Castle, it was like ALL the
demons in India came
together to barrage the
door of our hotel room! I
thought they would break it
down. The hideous sounds
and movements, the
hideous noises, the
inhuman scratches on the
door, the banging on the
door! It was simply
demonic, and we could not
sleep a wink! And
something said to me, like
a thought in my heart,
“Welcome to India!” The
experience I have just
shared with you tonight,
brothers and sisters,
followed us to various
regions of India. I know
Brother Daniel is logging
on tonight. Brother Daniel,
when we were at the Carey
Guest House, in
Vijayawada city, my wife
and I did not sleep a wink. It
looked like ALL the demons
in hell descended on the
roof of that Guest House,
for we were on the last
floor, and the Monkey god
temple, was right beside
the Guest House, on the
other side of the road. I
thought the roof was going
to collapse that night, and I
was hoping my wife did not
hear anything. Then she
said, “Darling, are you
hearing those horrible
noises?” I said in my heart,
“O my Lord!” Brothers and
sisters, it looked like that
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roof was going to come
down. I just cannot explain
it, for there are no words to
describe it! The sounds,
the things that were going
on right on that roof! I was
not afraid of being harmed,
although it was a very
fearful experience, and
goose pimples were just
breaking out ALL over my
body, because of the
hideous noises, the raw
demonic display. It was like
the demons were telling us,
“You have preached your
message in the daytime,
but we will not let you sleep
in the night.” Some years
later when we visited Goa,
on the invitation of Brother
Allen Henriques, and I
believe this was our
second visit to Goa.
Whenever we finished the
meetings for the day, and
returned at night to our
hotel room, which was on
the last floor of occupancy,
it looked like ALL the
demons in India had
literally descend into our
room! Church, we did not
sleep for two seconds! I
cannot explain it! The
hideous sounds, the
horrible demonic noises,
things running through the
walls, as if the walls had
literal passages within
them, with things running
into the room, to the side of
the bed, and into the toilet!
My! It is impossible to
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describe it! Once we tried
to close our eyes to get
some sleep, they would
immediately come at us
with those horrible noises,
right in our faces, and we
could do nothing, but to
snap our eyes wide open,
and get up! They did not let
us sleep a wink, because
the devil was simply mad!
Church, this bombardment
carried on till about 8 a.m.
in the morning, and yet, I
had to continue my
message that same
morning! I do not know how
I was able to continue and
conclude those meetings,
although I know it was God!
A lot of the times, it is my
wife that gets the brunt of
the attacks, because when
she wakes, she has deep
long painful gashes on her
back, or on her arms, the
work of demonic claws,
especially since she has no
finger nails, and she cannot
even possibly reach some
of those parts of her body,
to even scratch it! Brothers
and sisters, I have shared
this to let you see just how
the devil hates being
exposed, and also to let
you appreciate what the
Lord is doing today for the
Bride of Christ Universal, in
a very serious unveiling of
the Word of God, for it is on
a great revelational level,
inviting the anger of the
devil! And let me tell
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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you tonight, saints,
Christendom is completely
sound asleep, and the Holy
Bible is a closed Book to
them! They have been
totally shut out from the
revelation of Life, and that
is precisely why they do not
understand anything, and
are groping in gross
palpable darkness, totally
ravaged spiritually by the
“Famine in the land”! But
in the camp of the Elect
Bride, there is Light, for
there is Light tonight in
Goshen, serious Light, A
Mighty Floodlight! I just
shared this testimony, so
you can understand how
the devil likes throwing a
spanner in the works, from
time to time, in order to cut
off inspiration, because he
hates the Unveiling of the
Word of God, and he would
rather want people to be in
ignorance of the Truth, for it
is to be in darkness! Let us
get back on course, and
move on with our message.
May the Lord bless you. I
appreciate your patience.
Brothers and sisters,
before the break in
transmission, we were
setting forth a very crucial
issue relating to the divine
instruction, Apostle Paul
gave to Apostle Timothy, in
2 Timothy Chapter 2, verse
15, to rightly divide the
Word of Truth, which was to
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faithfully follow Apostle
Paul in his Revelation of
the Word of God, which is
The True Light OF
CHRIST, being the man
who was “The Apostle of
the Gentiles”, The “Wise
Masterbuilder”! (Rom.
11:13; 1 Cor. 3:10). It is so
that the body of saints can
be richly and fully adorned
with the True Revealed
Faith of Jesus Christ,
which Apostle Paul bore,
for the Bride of Christ
Universal, in that First Age
of Christendom,
particularly because THE
REVELATION OF GOD IS
ONE! In the same vein, and
as it stands today, brothers
and sisters, we must also
ask: How is the Elect Bride
of Jesus Christ around the
World to be clothed, with
this rich and marvellous
Light of Jesus Christ, now
that the Fountain of EverFresh Revealed Truth, has
been fully opened up to her,
by the Spirit of Christ,
through the Apostolic Lead
Ministry of John?! On the
authority of the inspired
writings of Apostle Paul, we
can ALL see that it takes
MEN in the Ministry
being alive to their
responsibilities, by
faithfully teaching their
Local Body of saints, as
“Faithful Men”, whilst we
wait on the Lord to put
together the Original Order
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of the Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry! And indeed, IF we
are truly in The Teaching
SEASON when the Lord is
supplying the balance of
Truths that will make up the
Entire Body of Revealed
Faith, Truths that will
Complete the Foundation
which will Reproduce and
Carry the Original Pure
Seed Bride, then, what
should the Present-Day
Ministry be doing?! They
are to Teach their Local
Body of saints, the true
revelation of the Word of
God that we have received
from the Third and Last
Householder Scribe,
thereby establishing them
solidly in the “One Faith”
OF GOD, the One True
Revealed Faith of our
Saviour Jesus Christ! That
is precisely what “Faithful
Men” in the Ministry will do
around the world, for as 2
Timothy Chapter 2, verse 2
plainly declares, they will
“Teach others also”!
Therefore, let us who are in
the Present-Day Ministry,
as Ministers who greatly
value the immense
preciousness and
pricelessness of the
Revealed Faith of Jesus
Christ, that we have so
graciously received at this
Evening Time, be like those
of whom it is written in
Psalm 68, verse 11,
where it records: “The
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Lord gave the Word:
G R E AT W A S T H E
COMPANY OF THOSE
THAT PUBLISHED IT.”
Let us, therefore, faithfully
publish the Revealed Faith
of Jesus Christ of the Holy
Bible, so that our Local
Assemblies are not devoid
or ignorant of the Truth, but
rather, let us ensure that
they are well tutored, well
established, solidly
grounded in The Faith, and
richly adorned in their
souls! Brothers and sisters,
I give this admonition,
because that prophecy in
the Book of Psalms, is
looking squarely at the
Gentile Dispensation of
Grace, this Grace Age, with
the Enormous and
Innumerable Army of Men
that the Lord has used, and
is using as we speak, and
that He will still use,
covering the Entire
Dispensation of Grace,
from the First Age of
Christendom, right up to
this very Last Age of
Christendom! This is why
the Book of Isaiah Chapter
52, verse 7, also declares:
“How beautiful upon the
mountains are the feet
OF HIM that bringeth
good tidings, that
publisheth peace; that
bringeth good tidings of
good, that publisheth
salvation; that saith unto
Zion”, (which takes in
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spiritual Zion, The Bride of
Christ), “Thy God
reigneth!” Therefore, the
Lord is counting on our
faithfulness in the PresentDay Ministry that He has
set over His elect people
around the globe, because
God has to use MEN,
“Faithful Men”, right up
until the Pure and Original
Seed Ephesian Ministry
are Reproduced! Please
come with me to Proverbs
Chapter 20, for it throws a
very serious challenge to
us in the Ministry. Just look
at what the Holy Bible
says in this passage of
Scripture, specifically in
verse 6, where it provides:
“Most men will proclaim
every one his own
goodness: but a Faithful
Man WHO CAN FIND?”
Did you hear that?! We will
take it again: “Most men
will proclaim every one
his own goodness”,
(deceiving himself,
professing to be doing a
wonderful job, claiming to
be taking very good care of
the souls of God's people,
professing that the people
of God are doing very well,
and are in a great spiritual
shape. The fact is,
however, that the saints are
in a sad and most pathetic
spiritual state, as they have
been completely taken
over by the spirit of
Laodicea, the spirit of
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lukewarmness, spiritual
slothfulness, worldliness,
and entertainment): “but A
FAITHFUL MAN who can
find?” Because Faithful
Men are extremely rare!
Thus saith the Lord God in
His Holy Word! Faithful
Men ARE VERY RARE!
Most men are only
wonderful in their own
eyes! However, brothers
and sisters, I will tell you
tonight, it is “Faithful Men”
that God will Reproduce for
the Royal Bride of Jesus
Christ; men after God's
own heart, men who are
yoked to the Leadership of
the Spirit of God, and who
are subject unreservedly to
the Absolute Rulership of
the Word; men who will
only do the bidding of the
Master, and only serve His
divine purpose for the Bride
of Christ! They will be Men
who know that what they
have been called into is not
a game, but serious
business, a great divine
work, which demands their
ALL, their total dedication,
sacrifice, sincerity, and
absolute faithfulness! And
we must ALL know as Elect
Bride Saints, as the Eagles
of God, that the Ending
Plan for the Redemption of
the Universal Bride
Church, which Christ
purchased with his blood,
is the uppermost work of
God today on this Entire
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Planet! The priority project
of God on Planet Earth as
we speak this day, is His
Ending Program for the
Redemption of the
Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ, because the hour of
the Jews will not come,
until He first finishes with us
Gentiles! It is only when He
finishes with us Gentiles,
that salvation will revert
(return) to the Nation of
Israel, in the First Half of
the Last Week of Daniel!
Apostle Paul laid out this
absolute truth in plain
terms by the inspiration of
God, in Romans Chapter
11, verses 25-32! Church, I
am making a very serious
point, for of a truth, the
priority of God today, the
priority project of God
today, is precisely what is
going on right now in the
camp of the Elect Bride
saints around the globe!
We must open our eyes,
and appreciate something:
See what the Lord is doing!
See this serious and
intense Apostolic Teaching
Phase, this Apostolic
Teaching Season, and lay
hold on Life! Church, if the
Word Bride is to truly and
fully be made ready for the
Return of the Lord Jesus
Christ our Bridegroom; if
she is to be richly and fully
adorned with ALL the deep
and priceless divine
treasures of Jesus Christ
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that is ordained for her full
spiritual glorification; and if
her pathway is to be evercontinuously brightened
with the ever-increasing
revelation of Jesus Christ, I
ask you, just how does she
possess this Great and
Awesome Light, IF the men
she is presently sitting
under, do not break it down
for her spiritual
edification?! Wake up! In
other words: What is the
essence of this Apostolic
Teaching Phase, if ALL it
gives us is only
accessibility to the
TRUTH?! Think seriously
about that! ALL these rich
and precious truths that we
have laid out on the chart
from the Holy Bible,
(Brother Amos points to the
chart), are ALL truths of
Jesus Christ that the True
Word Bride must know, and
that her soul must be
adorned with, and will most
certainly be adorned with,
beginning from the Book of
Genesis to the Book of
Revelation! So, I ask for the
umpteenth time: Is the
Present-Day Ministry to sit
idly by, wasting ALL these
precious years, and not
establish the saints in the
revealed Truths of the Holy
Scriptures of Jesus Christ
that are being dished out
for her, simply because her
Original Order of Ministry is
yet to be Reproduced?!
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Come on! What then is the
use of this Apostolic
Teaching Phase, if ALL the
Truths of the Holy
Scriptures that have been
unveiled for us in this Last
Age, are to remain in the
pages of the Scribes?!
What use is it for God to
send the End-time Paul, for
him, as the Chief Apostle,
to be given the deep things
of the Spirit of Jesus Christ,
and then for the men in the
Ministry, to just fold their
hands, and not take these
truths, these great
treasures one by one, and
establish the saints in
them, adorning their souls,
in preparation for the
coming Great Revival of
THE WORD BRIDE?! In
the same vein, what use is
it for God to send the Endtime John, and for him, as
the Lead Apostle, to be
given the balance of the
deep things of the Spirit of
Christ, and for the men in
the Ministry to simply pack
up, and not take these
truths, these precious and
priceless treasures one by
one, and establish the
saints in them, richly
adorning their souls, in
preparation for the coming
Great Revival of THE
ROYAL BRIDE?! This is
particularly so, when we
ALL know that the coming
hour of the Bride's Revival,
only gives us A Quick Short
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Work, after the Foundation
has been fully laid, and the
Elect Bride has also been
established to a great
measure in the Truth, by
the Present-Day Ministry!
Brothers and sisters, The
very fact that “UNITY of
The Faith” is here, for it is
ongoing, most certainly
proves that some men are
actually doing their job, just
as they should, FOR THEY
ARE TEACHING AS
FAITHFUL SERVANTS
SHOULD! That is exactly
why Proverbs Chapter 20,
verse 6 declares: “Most
men will proclaim every
one his own goodness:
but a Faithful man WHO
CAN FIND?” May I
reiterate: The Faithful Men
in this Present Hour, ARE
TEACHING THESE
PRECIOUS AND
INVALUABLE REVEALED
TRUTHS TO THEIR
LOCAL ASSEMBLIES!
That is precisely why in the
testimony that Evangelist
Buford Dowell gave, about
what Brother Branham told
him, Mr. Dowell said: “…
But he” (Brother
Branham) “said, Another
Season IS COMING, and
this season IS GOING TO
BE TEACHING, AND THE
REVELATION OF THE
WORD,” (WHICH IS THE
UNVEILING OF THE
WORD), Bible Revelations
which Men in the Present-
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Day Ministry are using to
adorn the Elect Bride
Seeds around the globe! In
his other testimony, Mr.
Buford Dowell similarly
stated: “And he” (Brother
Branham) “said, “This
Healing Revival is
coming to a close. A New
Season WILL COME of
the revelation of
Christ, and THE
UNDERSTANDING OF
THE BIBLE like the
Church HASN'T SEEN
SINCE PENTECOST.”
This is so, because the
“New Season” will bear A
Great Light, and men will
take the truth, this
extremely rich and
u n p a r a l l e l e d
understanding of the Holy
Bible they have received in
this Laodicean Age, and
Feed it to the Eagles of
God! Simple! This is The
“New Season” that is to
come, and this is exactly
what it accomplishes!
Brothers and sisters, may I
ask again in ALL sincerity,
what is the point of God
giving the promise
recorded in Zechariah
14:7, in Matthew 13:11, as
well as in Proverbs 4:18, if
the Light that the Holy Spirit
of God is shedding upon
the Holy Bible, giving us
this great explosion of
Light, a great unveiling of
the scriptural revelation of
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Jesus Christ, is not passed
down to the Local
Assemblies by the Local
Ministries, and thereby
creating artificial and
unnecessary Famine?!
What would be the use of
the great explosion of the
Light of the Holy Bible that
we have received from the
Spirit of Truth, in this
A p o s t o l i c Te a c h i n g
Phase?! For if the Early
Church were adorned with
the revelation of the
Apostles, and they were
most firmly established in
the revelation of the
Apostles, then it is
absolutely impossible for
the Bride of this End Time,
to be devoid of the
scriptural revelation of
Jesus Christ that the
Apostles have equally
given, by the same Spirit of
Truth! Because we have
the promise of Zechariah
14:7, of the Restoration
of the Pure and
Unadulterated Light of the
Early Church Apostles at
this Evening Time, A
Continuing Light, which the
Flying Eagle Anointing is
sustaining! We also have
the promise of God in
Proverbs 4:18, of an EverIncreasing Measure of
Light, which consistently
and continuously illumines
the pathway of the justified,
even as we speak! And in
addition, we equally have
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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the promise of the Master
in Matthew 13:11, that we
are given to know the
Mysteries of the kingdom,
and ALL these promises,
are not vain promises, but
they are promises by which
our souls will be EverIncreasingly adorned, with
the Pure and Marvellous
Light of God! And the only
way this can happen for a
Universal Body of saints, is
for there to be “faithful
men” in the various Local
Assemblies around the
globe, to feed these
precious truths to the
Church, meaning, they will
teach these divine truths to
the Predestinated Bride
Seeds of God! In other
words, we are looking at
men who will take the
Evening Time Light of
Zechariah 14:7, the
Continuous Light of
Proverbs 4:18, and ALL the
Mysteries referred to in
Matthew 13:11, men who
will take each and every
treasure of revealed truth,
and faithfully adorn the
souls of the saints with
these precious and
invaluable truths! They will
take each and every gem of
Bible Truth, whether it
concerns The Seven
Church Ages, or The
Seven Seals, or The White
Throne Judgment, or The
Image of The Beast, or The
Seven Mountains of
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Revelation 17, or The Book
of Life, or The Martyrdom of
Saints, or The Pure Seed
Doctrines, or The Present
Day Identity of the Serpent,
or The Promise of John, or
The Input of Ham, or The
Man That Was Caught Up,
or They Came To Present
Themselves, or The 70
Weeks of Daniel, or The
Latter Rain, or The Acts of
The Apostles – “Writing”
The Last Chapter, or The
Place of Prophecy And Its
Judgment, or The Creation
of the Universe, or The
Eden of Angels, or The
Eden of Man, or The Mixing
of Seeds, or The Seed of
The Serpent, or The Great
Separation, or The
Application of Types And
Shadows, or The Promise
To The Overcomer, or God
And Races, or Who Are
The Spirits In Prison, or
The Householder Scribes,
or The Eating of The Scroll,
or God In The Laodicean
Age, or The Seven
Prophetic Thunders, or
Rapturing Faith, or The
Beautiful Bride. And ALL
the other rich, deep, and
precious things of the Spirit
of Christ, which we have
received at this Evening
Time, from the pages of the
Holy Bible, such as The
Mark Of Cain, The
Everlasting Gospel, The
Fan And The Ending
Ministry, A Religion On Its
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Last Trail, Ezekiel 38 And
39 Battle – A Revisit,
etcetera, and robe the
souls of the Royal Word
Bride with them! Full stop!
Not to teach these precious
Truths of the Holy Bible, is
to create artificial Famine
(starvation) in Local
Assemblies where such
Unfaithful men hold court! I
repeat for necessary
emphasis: To not take
these Bible Truths, the True
Light of the Word of God,
and establish the saints in
them, for their spiritual
edification, in preparation
for the soon Return of
Christ, is to be Unfaithful,
and it is to create artificial
Famine where there should
be No Famine! Brothers
and sisters, In Goshen,
where we have the
dwelling (assemblies) of
God's elect children, there
is nothing but Light! (Exod.
10:21-23). So, just how can
you live in Goshen, and
your house (your
assembly) is in darkness?!
How can you be in Goshen,
and your assembly is in
pitch darkness?! Just how
can your assembly be in
Darkness, IF you are truly
in the Light?! Then it proves
that you are not in Goshen!
You only profess to live in
Goshen, but in spiritual
reality, you are not in
Goshen: You are living in
Egypt, spiritually speaking!
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Because you cannot be in
Goshen, and not have
Light, this marvellous
Light, which is even a
FLOODLIGHT! For in our
Goshen, The Goshen of
THE WORD BRIDE, there
is A Great Explosion OF
LIGHT! Therefore, it is
impossible for you to be in
the Light, and equally be in
Darkness, completely
ignorant of the deep and
precious things of Jesus
Christ, which we have
received from the pages of
the Holy Bible! I sound this
alarm, because the
Present-Day Ministry has
not been established to
booster the ego of men!
God is not putting men in
the Ministry, in order to
boost their carnal egos!
The Ministry is service to
the children of God! It is
total sacrifice to the
kingdom of God! And any
man that will not make the
sacrifice, and pay the price,
does not need to be there!
Then let him step aside,
because we have not been
called to A Tea Party, but to
labour faithfully over the
children of God! I ask ALL
the men who are logging on
tonight, on the Internet:
How many of you are
taking the truths of Jesus
Christ, that the Apostolic
Scribes the Lord has set in
the earth at this Evening
Time, have given? How
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many of you are Earnestly
Contending for “The
Faith” that has been
delivered, by the
Successive Apostolic
Householder Scribes, to
the Universal Body of
Saints?! How many of you
are establishing your Local
Assemblies in these
truths? How many men
sitting here tonight, are
also faithful to the
revelation of Jesus Christ,
which the Apostolic Scribe
Ministry has been used to
establish for the Universal
Bride?! Because that is the
essence of this Apostolic
Teaching Phase, FOR IT IS
A TEACHING SEASON,
NOT A RELAXING
SEASON, AND MOST
C E R TA I N LY, N O T A
SLEEPING SEASON! So,
what is the use of you
saying that you believe the
Continuity Light, and yet,
your Local Assembly is
Starving, spiritually?! It
simply means that you are
an Unfaithful Man, who
does not care for the soul of
anyone! And if the cap fits,
then wear it! Because the
Ministry is not about you,
the Ministry is ALL about
the children of God, for No
man has been called into
the Ministry to serve
himself and his family
members, but you are
called to serve the elect
children of God!
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C o n s e q u e n t l y, t h e r e
should be No Famine
anywhere in the camp of
the Elect Bride around the
globe, because there is
Food, Plenty of Food,
Good Food, Eagle Food,
Fresh Carcase, Fresh
Manna, in the Storehouse
of Joseph, in the
Lighthouse, The
“Wheresoever THE
CARCASE IS”! We are
sitting directly at the Well of
our Jacob, Jesus Christ,
and as such, we cannot be
Thirsty! Halleluiah! We are
sitting at the Well of Jesus
Christ, the Well of Life; we
are sitting right where the
Fountain of Life is EverFlowing! So, just how can
the Fountain of the true
revelation of Jesus Christ
be flowing ceaselessly, and
yet, , just like the Organised
Religious World, the
children of God are thirsty
and famishing in some
Local Assemblies?!
Something is seriously
wrong! And I will tell you
exactly what the problem
is: We are looking at the
actions of Unfaithful
Men, for the artificial
Famine is the direct
result of Ministerial
Irresponsibility! And its
name is called
Unfaithfulness! Period!
Church, please consider
what we now want to set
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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forth, as we move up a little
notch in this message, and
then we will bring it to a
close. Do come back with
me to 2 Timothy Chapter 2,
and we will retake verse 2:
“And the THINGS that
thou hast heard of me
among many witnesses,
the same commit thou to
Faithful Men, who shall
be able to teach others
also.” Saints of God, now I
ask, was Apostle Paul
telling Timothy, “Let ALL
those Faithful Men preach
like me”? Was Saint Paul
asking that the men should
preach and teach like him?
No, of course he was not!
Apostle Paul could not
have expected any other
man to preach like him, and
he was not requiring any
other man in the Ministry to
preach as he did, because
No two men preach the
same, even though we are
ALL expected to preach the
Truth, which is One, for the
Truth of Christ is One! And
it is for the simple fact that
we are not the same
individuals, for we are ALL
different, with different
natures, different
temperaments, and
different mannerisms!
Apostle Paul could only
preach like Paul, and
Apostle John could only
preach like John, and
Apostle Peter could only
preach like Peter! Period!
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Most certainly, Apostle
Paul was not asking that
those faithful men should
preach like him, and
nobody can ask for that,
except if we are only
catching one another's
spirits, imitating one
another, which is downright
carnal! Nobody requires
such a thing, and not even
God does! However, there
is one basic, fundamental,
and central truth that holds
true, regardless of how we
ALL preach and teach:
Every man who truly
follows Apostle Paul in the
Light of Jesus Christ that
he bore for the Universal
Gentile Bride of Christ,
“shall see Eye to Eye”, on
ALL issues of Truth, issues
of revealed Truth! That is
incontestable, for it is even
basic, particularly because
the revelation of God is
One! Every Man in the
Ministry that followed Saint
Paul, the Chief Apostle, in
that day, saw “Eye to
Eye”! (Rev. 2:2). And in the
same vein, Every Man that
will truly follow the Endtime Lead Apostle John, in
the Light of Jesus Christ
that he bears for the
Universal Bride of Christ,
“shall see EYE TO EYE”!
Furthermore, just as in the
Ephesian Church Age, the
saints used the Message of
Jesus Christ, Apostle Paul
bore for the Gentiles, to
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censor ALL men in the
Ministry, by which False
Apostles were easily and
clearly identified, in the
same vein, in this
Laodicean Church Age,
they will equally censor
every man who calls
himself an Apostle, by the
Continuing and Concluding
Bible Message of Jesus
Christ, which Apostle John
is also bearing! Full stop!
The material issue is that
Apostle Paul was not
asking that men should
preach like him, in order to
be faithful, because we are
completely different
individuals, and not clones
of one another. Moreover,
faithfulness has no bearing
on how we preach, as long
as we preach the revealed
Truth of Jesus Christ, The
Apostolic Faith of our Lord
Jesus Christ, which is
“One Faith”! Our God is a
God of variety, and as
such, He made us as
different individuals, with
different measures of
grace. The Book of
Ephesians Chapter 4,
verse 7 records: “But unto
every one of us is given
GRACE according to the
measure of the Gift of
Christ.” These are
Ministry Gifts of Christ, the
Lord's Fivefold Ministerial
Gifts, namely: Apostles,
Prophets, Evangelists,
Pastors, and Teachers. To
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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begin with, it simply means
as Ministers, we do not
have the same Ministry
Calling, but nevertheless,
we are called with a
potential calling into one of
the Folds of the Ephesian
F i v e f o l d M i n i s t r y.
S e c o n d l y, e v e n a s
Apostles, or as Prophets,
or as Evangelists, or as
Pastors, or as Teachers,
No Two Men have the
same measure of grace
and anointing, and neither
do we preach the same
way, although we ALL
preach the same Apostolic
Truths of Jesus Christ. That
is why it is written in
Romans Chapter 12,
verses 3-8: “For I say,
through the grace given
unto me, to every man
that is among you, not to
think of himself more
highly than he ought to
think; but to think
soberly, according as
God hath dealt to Every
Man THE MEASURE OF
FAITH. For as we have
many members in One
Body, and ALL members
have not the same office:
So we, being many, are
One Body in Christ, and
every one members one
of another. Having then
gifts differing
ACCORDING TO THE
GRACE THAT IS GIVEN
TO US, whether
prophecy, let us
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prophesy ACCORDING
TO THE PROPORTION
OF FAITH; Or ministry, let
us wait on our
ministering: or he that
teacheth, on teaching; Or
he that exhorteth, on
exhortation: he that
giveth, let him do it with
simplicity; he that ruleth,
with diligence; he that
sheweth mercy, with
cheerfulness.” Therefore,
I will say this tonight, just as
we are clearly told that God
gives different measures of
faith, different measures of
grace: There are No Two
Apostles that have the
same measure of grace;
there are No Two Prophets
that have the same
measure of grace; there
are No Two Evangelists
that have the same
measure of grace; there
are No Two Pastors that
have the same measure of
grace, and there are No
Two Teachers that have the
same measure of grace.
However, whatever
measure of grace any man
has in the Ministry, and in
whatever Fold of Ministry
he has been called to
occupy, that measure of
the grace of God is
sufficient to enable him to
do the work, and to make
him faithful, because God
does not send a man
without giving him the
grace he needs to do the
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job! And let me warn you
tonight, God is not using a
Thirtyfold Christian in the
Ministry of the Royal Word
Bride, because a Thirtyfold
Christian is a Limited
Christian, which simply
means that he will take a
longer time to get or attain
what he needs to get or
attain, particularly as the
Ephesian Ministry is the
Head of the Universal
Bride, under Jesus Christ,
and by the Spirit of Christ!
Consequently, the Lord is
not putting Thirtyfold
Christians in the Ministry
for the Universal Bride.
Nevertheless, as we said
before, whatever measure
of grace God gives a man,
and for whatever Fold of
Ministry, it is enough to do
the job, because the grace
of God is sufficient for us in
whatever measure the
Lord gives it to us! Period!
Consequently, brothers
and sisters, let us know
assuredly that no man
expects another man to
preach like him. Just look at
this Convention for
example, as we consider
some of our Ministering
brethren. Brother
Emmanuel Antwi from
Ghana, has preached in
these meetings, yet he
does not preach like me,
but nevertheless, he
preached Truth, and he is
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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preaching Truth, and this is
what matters! He spoke
about his appreciation of
the Scribe, titled, The Fan,
And The Ending Ministry,
and I have to believe that
he has broken that
message down for his
Local Assembly,
establishing the saints in
the Truth, because it is a
serious scriptural reality we
are ALL facing in the Bride
around the globe, in the
Entire Branham
Movement. Particularly as
the Ending Ministry bears
No “Fan”, ensuring “The
Unity of The Faith”.
Brother Enoch Onyebuoha
from Port Harcourt,
Nigeria, is here; he has
also preached in these
meetings, and he does not
preach like me, but he is
also preaching Truth.
Brothers and sisters, look
at me: I do not preach like
Brother Enoch, and neither
do I preach like Brother
Emmanuel. Brother Victor
Cole-showers of Bible
Faith Tabernacle, is also
here, and he does not
preach like me, but he is
preaching Truth. I say this
to buttress the fact that God
has not asked anyone to
preach like another man,
and we are not to preach
like another man, whoever
he may be, for we are not to
catch each other's spirits!
As preachers, I have to
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preach like me, and you
have to preach like you. But
whether you preach like
you, and I preach like me,
we must ALL preach the
things of Jesus Christ we
have been given, the
Revealed Truths that have
been delivered unto us by
the Apostles of Jesus
Christ, the Householder
Scribes, so that the elect
children of God around the
globe, are established in
the Full Message of the
Holy Bible. Period!
Consequently, it is not
about any man preaching
like another man, but it is
about being faithful enough
to feed the children of God
with what Apostle Peter
called, “The Present
Truth”, the Fresh Carcase
of the Word, as the Spirit of
the Lord dishes it out to us
through the Consecutive
Householder Scribes, the
Consecutive Readers.
That is the serious point we
are trying to make! For how
does the Elect Bride of
Christ get herself fully
robed with the complete
revelation of Jesus Christ,
without Faithful Local
Ministers? Come on! How
does she continue to
mount up on the wings of
the divine revelation of
Jesus Christ, powered by
the Anointing or Spirit of “A
Flying Eagle”, without
Faithful Men in the
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Present-Day Ministry?! We
do not have to preach in the
same way, but the Lord
expects faithfulness in
establishing the Elect Bride
Seeds of God in the
Present and Continuing
Bible Light, for we are
under the divine
responsibility of Feeding
the Eagles of God with the
Fresh Unveiling of the
Word of Life! That is the
faithfulness Apostle Paul
spoke about in 2 Timothy
Chapter 2, verse 2, for it is
one that does not take
away our different styles of
preaching, and neither
does it take away our
different levels of divine
a b i l i t y, t h e d i f f e r e n t
measures of grace that we
have received from God!
Look at a beautiful truth, a
thought we can ALL
appreciate, as is conveyed
in 1 Corinthians Chapter
15, where in verses 40-41,
the Holy Bible provides:
“There are also celestial
bodies”, (heavenly
bodies), “and bodies
terrestrial”, (physical or
natural bodies): “but the
glory of the celestial is
one, and the glory of the
terrestrial is another.
There is ONE GLORY of
the Sun, and ANOTHER
GLORY of the Moon, and
ANOTHER GLORY of the
Stars”, (and yet, Now
listen to this): “for One
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Star differeth from
Another Star IN GLORY.”
Church, One Star differs
from another Star IN
GLORY, as ALL the Stars
are not the same, for they
are ALL different Stars.
Look at the Stars we have
right here, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), at the
centre top of our chart.
Saints, it does not matter
how small a Star may be, its
light shines, and it shows,
for we can see it! There are
big Stars, and there are
middle-sized Stars, and
there are even small Stars.
However, Church,
regardless of the measure
or the size of the Star, the
fundamental point is that
we can see the glory of
each and every Star, and
so is it with the men in the
Ministry! That is why there
is no need for justling with
each other in the Ministry,
in order to be seen, or to be
noticed, or to be heard, or
for pre-eminence, because
we ALL have our place,
which No other Ministry
can take away or even fill,
regardless of the bigness
of their Ministry, and
regardless of their
measure of Anointing and
grace! Come on! May I add
that there will be No
Justling, and No in-fighting,
within the True Ministry of
the Bride, for every man will
b e e x t r e m e l y h a p p y,
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content, and grateful, for
whatever the Lord entrusts
to him, Ministry-wise, and
ability-wise, as No Man will
break their Ranks! It is just
as Joel Chapter 2 records
of the Lord's Army, the
Royal Bride, which we call
Joel's Army, declaring
prophetically about the Day
of the Lord in verse 7,
stating: “They shall run
like Mighty Men; they
shall climb the wall like
Men of WAR; and they
shall march Every One
on his ways, AND THEY
SHALL NOT BREAK
THEIR RANKS.” Because
they will ALL stay in line,
faithfully minding their
Ministry, their posts of duty,
positively and powerfully
impacting the body of
saints! That is why the Holy
Bible states that the Stars
differ from one another in
glory. It does not matter
how big a Star is, it does not
take away the glory of a
little Star, as that little Star
still shines, and reveals its
glory and beauty to the
world! Look at this small
star here, (Brother Amos
points to the Chart), as
small as it is, for it is
extremely tiny, yet, we can
ALL still see it, and we can
ALL appreciate it. And
although it is standing right
b e s i d e a g i a n t S t a r,
nevertheless, we can still
see it, for it is still distinct,
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as small as it is, in contrast!
Therefore, it does not
matter the size of a Star, the
fact remains that every Star
bears a light, a distinct light
that can be seen!
Furthermore, there is No
Star trying to be like
another Star, because it
does not matter the size
and the glory of a Star, it will
never take away the glory
of another Star, however
small it may be! And so it is
with the Ministry. Let me
give you a practical
application of the truth that
“One Star differeth from
Another Star IN GLORY.”
Because we must
understand, there is No
Star that can take away the
glory of Another Star, and
there is No Star whose
glory anyone can take
away, and neither can any
Star be replaced by
another Star, for they each
ALL have their place, and
serve a divine purpose of
God in the Universe! Let us
now take a quick look at the
application of this
important principle of truth.
Thank you very much for
your patience.
In 1 Corinthians Chapter 3,
consider what Apostle Paul
said to the Corinthian
Church, beginning from
verse 1: “And I, brethren,
could not speak unto you
as unto spiritual, but as
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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unto carnal, even as unto
babes in Christ. I have
fed you with milk, and not
with meat: for hitherto ye
were not able to bear it,
neither yet now are ye
able.” (Why did Saint Paul
say this? From verse 3, we
are given the precise
reason, where it records):
“For ye are yet carnal: for
whereas there is among
you envying, and strife,
and divisions, are ye not
carnal, and walk as
men?” (What kind of
divisions and strife did they
have? And on exactly what
were they divided? Verse 4
gives it to us, plainly
declaring): “For while one
saith, I AM OF PAUL; and
another, I AM OF
APOLLOS; are ye not
carnal?” (Because both
Apostles Paul and Apollos
are ONE, carrying the
same Truth of Jesus Christ
that Apostle Paul bore for
the Universal Bride, seeing
Eye to Eye on ALL issues of
the revelation of Jesus
Christ! Hence, in verse 5,
Saint Paul declared):
“Who then is Paul, and
who is Apollos, but
Ministers by whom ye
believed, even as the
Lord gave to Every
Man?”, (a measure of
grace, and Ministerial
ability. Now watch verse 6,
for it gives us the only
difference between the
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Two Men): “I” (PAUL)
“have PLANTED”, (Saint
Paul being The SEED
BEARER), “Apollos
W AT E R E D ” , ( S a i n t
Apollos being A WATERER
of the Seeds of Truth that
Saint Paul Planted or
Established); “but God
gave the increase. So
then neither is he that
PLANTETH any thing,
neither he that
WATERETH; but God that
giveth THE INCREASE.”
(Now listen to verse 8):
“Now he that PLANTETH
and he that WATERETH
are ONE” (in the Ministry of
Christ): “and Every Man
shall receive his own
reward according to his
own labour.” Exactly!
Absolutely! Consequently,
there was no need for
division and strife! Verse 9
concludes it, saying: “For
we are labourers
together with God: ye are
God's husbandry, ye are
God's building.”
Nevertheless, the fact also
remains that Apostle Paul
occupied a pre-eminent
Position in the Ministry in
that First Age of
Christendom, as The Chief
Apostle, or “The Apostle
to the Gentiles”, which
was why he now openly
proclaimed in verses 1011: “According to the
grace of God which is
given unto ME, as A Wise
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Masterbuilder”, (The
Plumbline or Blueprint
Holder, The Standard
Bearer), “I have laid THE
F O U N D AT I O N , a n d
another” (man in the
Ministry) “buildeth
thereon. But let every
man take heed how he
buildeth thereupon. For
other Foundation can No
Man lay than that is laid,
WHICH IS JESUS
CHRIST”, (in his Present
and Continuous Divine
Apostolic Revelation of the
Holy Scriptures)! Period!
What did this make Saint
Paul? He was THE SEED
BEARER, the Bearer of
Seeds, and hence, the
Seed Planter, as the man
who bore the Blueprint of
Gentile Redemption, and
upon whose revelation, the
faith of even Apollos
himself was firmly
established! Therefore,
both Paul and Apollos were
ONE in the Ministry of
Christ, and hence, their
revelation was ONE, for
they stood for the same
Truth! Consequently, there
was No basis for the saints
to say, “I am of Paul, or I am
of Apollos”. For had Apollos
been standing against
Saint Paul's revelation of
Jesus Christ, then the
saints, of necessity, would
have had to choose whom
to believe and follow! There
would have been a
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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necessary division,
because as it is written:
“Two cannot walk together,
unless they be agreed on
the strict basis of the Word
of God”! (Amos 3:3). They
would have had to choose
whom to follow! But
because both men were
One in the Light, standing
in defense of the same
Revealed Faith of Jesus
Christ that Apostle Paul
bore, therefore, there was
absolutely No basis for this
division, and hence, it was
most carnal of them to have
had this strife, and to have
had such divisions,
pitching One Ministry
against the other, by
preferring the style of One
Ministry over the other,
WHEN THEY ALL
PREACHED THE SAME
TRUTH! Each man had his
own style of preaching,
which is to be expected,
and each had a different
measure of grace in the
Ministry, for as we said
earlier, There are No Two
Apostles that are the same,
or that preach the same,
and neither do they have
the same measure of
grace, or anointing, or
Ministerial ability! Because
now, we are looking at the
spiritual application of the
different Stars in the same
Universe of God, who ALL
positively impact the Planet
Earth, irrespective of their
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size, and capacity, their
ability! God knows the
measure of anointing and
grace every man needs,
and God knows the
measure a man can also
utilize; but the measure
God gives is enough to do
God's job through that
man's Ministry, because
God is perfect in ALL His
ways, and He does not
defeat His own objective,
the precise reason He
raises a man, and puts him
in the Ministry! So, the
problem in that day, was
that the saints in Corinth,
were looking at the various
“Stars”, the Preachers,
and they were comparing
them on account of their
different preaching styles,
and they were taking sides
on this account, when each
and every one of these
men in the True Ministry in
that day, ought to have
been accepted and
appreciated, for their grace
and uniqueness, especially
as they were One in the
Ministry of Truth! However,
what did Saint Paul mean
by saying that Apollos was
A WATERER? In other
words, there was a grace in
Apollos' life, that he could
take the truths of Christ that
Saint Paul bore, and put it
together so beautifully,
breaking it down to the “T”,
expressing such a fiery
manner of delivery, until
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brethren would exclaim,
“Wonderful! God be
praised! I see it now!”
Unfortunately, some of
them also went carnal with
it, saying: “Oh, I prefer the
Ministry of Apollos, and as
such, I am standing with
Apostle Apollos.” In
contrast, when we consider
the Ministry of Apostle
Paul, just look at what is
stated in 2 Corinthians
Chapter 10, about his
manner of Ministry, his
Ministry style, beginning
from verse 7: “Do ye look
on things after the
outward appearance?”
(Saint Paul asked this
question, because we are
supposed to look at things
spiritually, not carnally). “If
any man trust to himself
that he is Christ's, let him
of himself think this
again, that, as he is
Christ's, even so are we
Christ's. For though I
should boast somewhat
more of our authority,
which the Lord hath
given us for edification,
and not for your
destruction, I should not
be ashamed: That I may
not seem as if I would
terrify you by letters.”
(Now listen to verse 10, for
that is the passage we
need, and it states of
Apostle Paul): “For his
letters, say they, are
weighty and powerful;
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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B U T H I S B O D I LY
PRESENCE IS WEAK,
AND HIS SPEECH
CONTEMPTIBLE.” Now
we see the problem! The
letters of Saint Paul was
something else, but his
manner of delivery, his
manner of preaching, was
different, and that is only
comparatively speaking,
for it was certainly different
to that of Apollos.
Nevertheless, we must
understand, that Apostle
Paul had an effective
delivery of the Truth, as the
Bearer of the Standard of
Truth, the Carrier of The
Blueprint OF GENTILE
REDEMPTION. Therefore,
we must know that Saint
Paul could Preach and
Teach, for he was “A
Teacher OF THE
GENTILES”, as we cannot
take that verse of Scripture
into extremes, because we
must still balance it with 1
Timothy Chapter 2, verse
7, and 2 Timothy Chapter 2,
verse 2! It is just that his
m a n n e r o f d e l i v e r y,
comparatively speaking,
was Soft, Simple, but it was
effective, nonetheless,
having to teach Men in the
M i n i s t r y, t h e T r u e
Revelation of Jesus Christ!
However, in total contrast,
and on the other hand,
Apollos was very dynamic,
fiery, in his style of
preaching, and hence, his
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manner of Ministry was
most captivating! And for
this reason, the brethren
began to create camps,
saying, “We prefer the way
Apollos preaches, and
hence, we are of Apollos.”
The other brethren
responded by saying, “No,
we are of Paul.” And yet,
both men were One in the
Ministry, for they were both
standing for the same Truth
of Christ! This is one of the
key issues we dealt with in
the Scribe, titled, The
Foundation Of The Five
Fold Ministry. Saints,
Every man has his own
manner of delivering the
Message of Jesus Christ,
and God is not expecting
any man to preach like
Brother Amos, or like
Brother Peter, or like
Brother John, or like
Brother James! Brothers
and sisters, every Star is
different in glory, but every
Star has a glory to declare,
and so it is with the men in
the Ministry. That was why
Apostle Paul now added in
verse 11, warning: “Let
such an one think this,
that, such as we are in
word by letters when we
are absent, such will we
be also in deed when we
are present.” Because
having a firm and
unwavering stand for Truth,
and being able to deliver it
effectively, is what the Lord
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requires, regardless of the
style or manner of delivery!
As long as a man is
standing firmly and
faithfully for the Revealed
Apostolic Faith of Jesus
Christ, and he is feeding it
to his Local Body of saints,
grounding them in the
Truth, then that is exactly
what the Lord demands,
not his style or manner of
Ministry! Because as it is
written: “… for One Star
differeth from Another
Star IN GLORY.” It is for
this reason that Apostle
Paul was inspired to
admonish Apostle Timothy,
saying: “And THE
THINGS that thou hast
heard of me among many
witnesses, THE SAME
commit thou to Faithful
Men, WHO SHALL BE
ABLE TO TEACH
OTHERS ALSO.”
Consequently, every man
in the Ministry around the
globe should understand
that we are most certainly
in THE APOSTOLIC
TEACHING PHASE, and in
particular, that we are in the
Apostolic Teaching Phase
of John, and they should
also appreciate the divine
essence of this Phase,
William Branham called,
“A New Season”, which
gives us A Serious and
Great “Teaching
Season.” That is why
today, when it comes to the
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Holy Bible, by the grace of
God, as the Elect Bride of
Jesus Christ, we have the
answers to the legitimate
Bible questions of the
Religious World, because
to every Bible question,
there is a Bible answer, a
perfect Bible answer, as we
are clearly and manifestly
basking in the Unparalleled
Light of Christ! Hence, we
are the Richest People on
this Planet, as we speak
tonight! This reminds me
of something. I believe that
Brother Harry Lutchman,
who is in Durban, South
Africa, the father of our
sister, Sister Rene, who is
here, is logging on tonight.
May God bless Brother
Harry. He wrote to Brother
Deva Govender about this
Continuing Move of God,
and the depth of revelation
that the Lord is Unveiling
from the Word, and the
testimony of Brother
Jackson concerning this
Ministry. Do you know what
he told me of Brother
Deva's response to him?
He told me Deva Govender
said to him: “Tell Brother
Amos, let God vindicate
him.” Brothers and sisters, I
find that a very interesting
remark. Hence, let me ask
Deva Govender tonight:
What vindication of God,
did you see in Brother
Jackson's Ministry, that
caused you to follow his
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Ministry? Because there is
absolutely nothing he did
that I have not done, ALL by
the grace of God! He
carried the Continuity
Revelation of the Holy
Scriptures for the Universal
Bride of Christ, and we
have carried the Light
much Further! The Light we
bear in this Third and Final
Junction of Time, is not only
clearer, deeper, wider, and
richer, but it is also more
intense, and crystal-clear,
with absolutely NO “FAN”!
So, we must ask: Was it the
dead being raised in the
Ministry of Brother
Jackson, that made Deva
Govender follow the Chief
Apostle?! He said that I
was to let God vindicate
me, but precisely what
vindication did he see in
Brother Jackson's Ministry,
that I do not have in my
Ministry?! My, my, my! Yet,
even a baby in this
Continuity Light
Movement, knows that The
Greatest Vindication any
man can have, is The
Vindication of The Word
Of God, The Vindication of
The Truth Itself, FOR
TRUTH IS CHRIST!
Come on!
Brothers and sisters, we
will close this message with
the coming Miraculous
Hour OF THE WORD
BRIDE, the hour of her
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coming Glory, and that is
when we will have The
Second Phase of THE
THIRD PULL. It is the
Phase we have portrayed
right here, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), on the
extreme right section, and
it gives us The Bride's Hour
OF GLORY. That is the
Hour of the Power of The
Spoken Word, God's Raw
Creative Word, in literal
and visible expression!
Church, with this Apostolic
Te a c h i n g P h a s e o r
Season, having served
God's purpose for the
Universal Bride of Christ, it
means that the Foundation
of Revealed Faith that will
Reproduce and Carry the
Pure and Original Seed
Bride Church, has been
Completed. The Lord will
then put together his Elect
Men, to occupy the Original
Seed Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry, for A Quick Short
and Glorious Work, A
MIGHTY WORK. They will
build up the Word Bride to
attain the Full Divine Image
of Jesus Christ, making her
“A Glorious Church”,
thereby concluding The
First Phase of THE THIRD
PULL, which is Divine
Revelation, the Unveiling
of the Word of God. As I
stated a minute ago, this
brings us to the concluding
part of this message, titled,
Where Are We – The
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Apostolic Teaching
Phase, which is Phase
Two of THE THIRD PULL,
The Second Phase of
THE THIRD PULL.
Church, when this First
Phase of THE THIRD
PULL, this Apostolic
Teaching Phase, has fully
accomplished its purpose,
the Angel of Time who is
here in Africa tonight,
working behind the scenes,
inspiring the Rich Unveiling
of the Word of God, and
ensuring that everything
goes perfectly, according
to God's Great Plan of
Redemption, will then
move, in the visible
miraculous. Brothers and
sisters, remember,
Archangel Michael, the
Angel of Time, the Angel
who watches over the
Gospel, came down in
1963, and Brother
Branham saw him in the
constellation of Seven
Angels, at the Opening of
the First Six Seals, in
March 1963. On the full and
incontrovertible authority of
Revelation Chapter 10,
Michael is coming back
with the revelation of the
Seventh Seal, after this
Last Seal has been broken
in heaven by Jesus Christ.
For with the Opening of the
Seventh and Final Seal on
the Scroll of Redemption,
Archangel Michael,
characterizing our Lord
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Jesus Christ, will slip down
to earth in the spirit, to
ignite the Prophetic
Ministry of the Lead
Apostle John, conveyed in
Revelation Chapter 10,
“rightly dividing the
Word of Truth.” Presently,
we have a Forth-telling
Ministry of John, which is A
Preaching and Teaching
Ministry of John, a
Salvational Ministry of
John, The Ministry Step
into the Seven Thunders,
Leading us into the
Foretelling Ministry of
John, which is the
Prophetic Ministry of John,
who will be The Lead
Thunder. That hour brings
us directly to the Day of The
Seven Thunders. We have
a number of Scribes setting
forth this truth, such as,
John: The Angelic Feet
Placing; The Lead
Thunder, And The
Chronology Of Revelation
10; and The Seven
Prophetic Thunders.
(Including the Scribe, titled,
The Lead Thunder, And
The Chronology Of
Revelation 10 – A Revisit.
Editor). When the Seventh
Seal has been broken, and
the Scroll of Redemption
now becomes a Fully Open
Scroll, Jesus Christ is
coming down to the earth in
the spirit, characterised by
Michael, with the Open
Scroll, which he will give to
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John for his total
consumption, thereby
igniting John's Prophetic
Ministry, giving us the First
Fold Mystery OF THE
SEVENTH SEAL.
Speaking specifically about
Christ's descent to earth in
the spirit, in that future
date, in his message dated
March 1963, titled, The
Breach, page 74, Brother
Branham stated: “And
when The Seals are
broken”, (Fully Open),
“and the Mystery is
revealed, down comes
the Angel, the
Messenger, CHRIST,
setting His foot upon the
LAND and upon the SEA
with a rainbow over His
head”, (exactly as he is
conveyed in Deep Bible
Prophecy, in Revelation
Chapter 10, verses 1-2.
Now look at what Elijah
now states): “Now
remember, THIS
SEVENTH ANGEL is on
the Earth AT THE TIME
OF THIS COMING”,
(referring to himself. Saints
of God, please note that
here, the Prophet lumped
the visitation of the Seven
Angels he received in
March 1963, a visitation
that included Archangel
Michael, with the true
prophetic application of the
“Mighty Angel”, as he is
conveyed in Revelation
10:1-2. Because in
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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Revelation 10:1-2, the
“Mighty Angel”, who is none
other than Archangel
Michael, will also come
down to earth with the
Fully Open Scroll, and give
it to Apostle John, for his
full consumption, in verses
8-11, activating the Ministry
of the Thunders inverses
3-4, in order to prepare
the Royal Word Bride,
specifically and
prophetically for the
Rapture Event). This is
what eventually brings us
to this Ending Phase that
we have right here on
our chart, (Brother Amos
points to the chart), the
Second Phase of THE
THIRD PULL, when God
will reveal His Awesome
Glory on this Planet, for it
will be God's Raw Divine
Power in visible display.
That is when we will have
nothing but an explosion of
the miraculous on a level
this world has never seen!
What God will do in the
camp of the Word Bride in
that day will simply be
unparalleled through time!
For just as the Light of
Jesus Christ that we have
in this Final Junction of
Time is unparalleled, so
will the miraculous
manifestation of God's
power be equally
unparalleled, because to
the measure of the Light, is
the measure of the visible
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miraculous that will
accompany and vindicate
this matchless Light of the
Word of God! For whatever
you read in the Book of
Acts, if we put it together
and multiply it, it still will not
touch what God will do, in
that great prophetic hour! It
is so, because it is the
Ending Glory for God's
Great Plan of Redemption!
Church, that was why in the
testimony of Buford
Dowell, where he relates
what Brother Branham had
told him, he said: “… Then
at the end of that Season,
then God is going to raise
up True Prophets and
Apostles. None Profits,
True Prophets”
(especially the Seven
Prophetic Thunders).
“And their mind will be
the mind of God, and
their lips and their voice
will become the voice
and lips of God, and
whatever God puts in
their minds, their
thoughts, they will say it
and speak it, and it will
happen right before
them. And Revival, thank
God for Revival, is going
to sweep the Nations,
and then Jesus is coming
back for his Church.” In
his earlier testimony during
a Church meeting, Buford
Dowell again related what
Brother Branham had told
him, saying: “And he said,
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This Season will go for A
While, and then it will
come to a close,” (this
Apostolic Teaching Season
will close, having served
God's divine purpose).
“And God is going to take
EVERY MOVE of God that
we have heard of in
history, and even what
we have witnessed, and
what we saw in Bible
Days, and put it ALL
together in One Great
HOLY GHOST BOMB,
and drop it on Planet
Earth, AND THE
NATIONS WILL ROCK
AND REEL WITH THE
POWER OF GOD, LIKE
T H E Y H AV E N E V E R
SEEN in Primetime
News.” For when the hour
of the Seven Thunders
come, an hour when God
has ordained to get glory to
Himself, He will vindicate
His Word on a level the
world has never seen,
because the glory of God
will descend, as God
moves in a supernatural
dimension the world has
never ever seen! God is
going to vindicate the Holy
Bible, which the world has
and trampled on,
condemned, ridiculed, and
rejected, on a scale that will
utterly mesmerize and
stupefy this unbelieving,
God-hating generation of
Serpent Seeds! God will
deliberately meet with
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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them in that day, to stupefy
them with the visible
miraculous which they just
will not be able to deny, or
ever debunk! Brothers and
sisters, as we said before,
this brings us to the Hour of
the Spoken Word, God's
Creative Power!
Remember, in Egypt,
Moses spoke, and things
started happening,
supernatural things! He
called for plagues as often
as he wanted them, and as
he spoke, it happened
exactly as he said! In the
days of Joshua, he stopped
the Sun and the Moon for a
whole day, operating the
Power of the Spoken Word!
In the days of Elijah, that
Prophet could call for fire
directly from heaven, for he
simply spoke, expressing
the Power of the Spoken
Word, and two contingent
of soldiers, Elite soldiers,
were burnt out of
existence, ALL One
Hundred and Two of them,
by the fire that fell directly
from heaven! Let me tell
the Western World tonight:
Your technology is useless
in the face of Almighty God,
for God can easily shut
down, ALL of your CCTV
Surveillance cameras, and
your Entire Network of
Internet set-ups, IF and
WHEN He wants to! When
the Two Jewish Prophets
come, in the days of the
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Prophetic Ministry of John,
there will be No CCTV
cameras that can make a
difference, and there will be
absolutely No secret
meetings, any government
official or secret agent can
have, that will not be known
to THE THREE MEN! For it
will be John on the side of
the Gentiles, and the Two
Witnesses on the side of
Israel, at the very Opening
of the Last Week of Daniel,
giving us here in that day,
the Three Greatest
Anointings that God has
reserved to be used
through time, particularly
here at this End Time! The
Omniscient, Omnipresent,
and Omnipotent God,
knows exactly where any
government official or
secret service agent will be
holding evil meetings,
plotting against the
Servants of God. He knows
what the meetings will be is
about, what they plan to do,
how, where, and when, and
by whom. The Lord God
will reveal it to His
Prophets, and the servants
of God will speak just one
word, and the planners and
plotters will ALL be dead
men! Church, do not forget,
before Moses and Elijah
are fully anointed for the
Nation of Israel, meaning,
before their Prophetic
Ministries are ignited, the
Prophetic Ministry of John
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would have already been
set in motion, following the
breaking of the Seventh
Seal. John will then make
the Jewish Connection,
and once the Last Week is
opened, together with the
other Thunders, they will
Lead the Royal Word Bride
into that Last Week, when
the Prophetic Ministries of
Moses and Elijah will also
be ignited!
We must know, that John
and the other Thunders will
have already been
expressing the Power of
the Spoken Word, before
the 70th Week is set in
motion. Therefore, Church,
when the Hour of the
Seven Thunders come, we
will speak, and things will
be happening visibly! For
just as Brother Branham
spoke squirrels into
existence; and as he gave
life back to a dead little fish,
whose insides, gills and
ALL, had been completely
pulled out from its mouth by
a fishing hook; and just as
he also stilled a blizzard
that had begun to rage,
expressing the Power of
the Spoken Word of God,
so will the Ministry of the
Word Bride also do in that
day! We are looking
squarely at God's Great
Supernatural Power
Display, when we come to
Phase 2 of THE THIRD
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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PULL, which will be at the
hour of “The Squeeze,”
the hour of The Seven
Prophetic Thunders. For
we are not going to have
“The Squeeze”, without
this Apostolic Teaching
Phase first accomplishing
its divine purpose, in the
lives of the Elect Royal
Bride of Jesus Christ, as
God does not defeat His
own objective, and
particularly, as His will is
sovereign, and hence, it
prevails, it ever prevails!
The point is, if we are
scattered now, because we
are under intense
persecution, just how will
“The Unity of The Faith”
and “Perfection” be
accomplished amongst a
Universal Body of saints?!
We must not forget, that
although the devil is the
prince of this evil world,
nevertheless, God still
rules over the affairs of
men, and hence, His will is
what is still being served!
For as it is clearly written in
2 Thessalonians Chapter
2, verses 6-8: “… HE who
now letteth”, (meaning,
He who now restrains the
emergence of the
Antichrist), “will let”, (will
keep restraining. Please
note that the “He” in this
prophetic verse, is none
other than THE HOLY
SPIRIT in the Bride, and He
will keep restraining the
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emergence of the
Antichrist), “until HE be
taken out of the way…”,
(the purpose of the Lord for
the Royal Bride, having first
been fully realised)!
Consequently, the will of
God for THE WORD
BRIDE, trumps anything
and everything the devil
may do, or seek to do! So,
you must understand that
we are coming to A Great
Supernatural Hour, of the
full and unhindered
expression of the
Dynamics of the Spirit of
God, such as the world has
never seen! Remember,
contrary to the most
Carnal, Idolatrous, and
Anti-Christ Teaching of
Joseph Branham, at the
B r a n h a m Ta b e r n a c l e ,
during “The Squeeze”, we
will not be sitting at home,
and just “Press Play”,
listening to the audio
messages of a dead
Prophet! Forget that carnal
nonsense! It is absolute
hogwash! To begin with,
obtaining “Unity of The
Faith” and “Perfection” in
The Word Bride, in Full
Readiness for the Rapture,
is obtainable only
(exclusively) by the
Original Ephesian Fivefold
Ministry, and not by
“Pressing Play” on our
tape recorders, in homes!
(Ephesians 4:11-13). What
is more, saints, “The
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Squeeze” is even a time,
when we will be Feasting
on The Fresh and
Unwritten Prophetic
Revelations of The Seven
Prophetic Thunders,
great, marvellous, and
Fresh Prophetic Truths,
Hidden Prophetic
Revelations of Jesus
Christ, coming straight
down from the corridors of
heaven, through The Great
Prophetic Ministry OF THE
SEVEN THUNDERS! And
in that day, there is Nothing
secret that can be kept
from this Prophetic Ministry
of the Bride, because
Nothing can be hidden
from God! Therefore, if the
Two Jewish Prophets
cannot be touched by the
Antichrist, and by any
Government, until they
finish their Testimony, it will
not be The Seven
Thunders that any man will
be able to touch either,
even though we will face
serious persecution in that
day, for it is “The
Squeeze”! However, do
you know just why in the
main, we will be
untouchable in that day,
despite the persecution? It
is simply because we are
going up in the Rapture,
FOR THIS ORIGINAL
SEED WORD BRIDE, A
CERTIFIED SEED, IS
HEAVEN BOUND! Are you
not happy that you are in
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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the Bride?! Today as we
speak, we are not known,
for we are being kept in the
“wilderness”, hidden in
plain sight by God, until the
day of our showing to the
world. The day is coming,
however, when the very
Angel of God that is
presently stirring the
Waters of the Word,
creating this Unparalleled
Light, giving us what we
can call, Naked Truth, is
going to change the
dynamics of his operation,
into what will be an
Unprecedented and
Awesome Visible
Miraculous, Raw Divine
Power, for he will be
conveying the Anointing of
God, on a Level we have
never seen in our entire
lives! What a Glorious Hour
is ahead for THE WORD
BRIDE! Because God
Almighty has ordained that
the End of Redemption, will
shake, and stupefy, and
mesmerize this
unbelieving world, and they
will realise the Word of God
they have blasphemed; the
Word of God they have
knocked; the Word of God
they have spat upon; the
Word of God they have
hated; the Word of God
they have maligned; the
Word of God they have
ridiculed, is indeed The
True Living Word, of THE
ONLY TRUE LIVING GOD,
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ELOHIM, THE GREAT “I
AM THAT I AM”! Brothers
and sisters, God is going to
send down A Great Revival
FOR THE ROYAL WORD
BRIDE, in awesome and
mindboggling vindication
of His Word! Do not forget,
just as we have brought out
in the Scribe, titled, Luke
17:30, that that prophetic
verse of Scripture has a
Dual Application, as it also
applies to the Ministry of
John, who will be A
Prophet, characterizing
“The Son of Man”, Jesus
Christ, The Prophet of ALL
Prophets. In that great
prophetic hour, with the
Jewish-Connecting
Prophetic Ministry of John,
characterizing the Earthly
Prophetic Ministry of Jesus
Christ, replicating on a
greater and phenomenal
scale, the Prophetic
Ministry of Brother
Branham, then, the Entire
Branham Movement will
know in that day, that they
have missed God by a
million miles, that they
have crossed a very
serious line, and that their
Eternal Fate has been
sealed! They will know in
that day that God has A
Revealed Ending
Programme, conveyed in
His Great, Entire
(Complete), and Perfect
Plan of Universal
Redemption! And, in that
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day, they will look for the
Scribe Magazine and try to
devour it, wondering just
how they could have
rejected such an extremely
rich, marvellous, and
crystal-clear Light, but it will
ALL be too late! For that is
not a day anyone can join
The Royal Bride! Right
now, saints of God, we are
experiencing An
Explosion of Light, but in
that day, we will experience
An Explosion of Raw
Power, the Mega Divine
Power OF GOD, because
we are going up in the
Rapture, clothed with
God's Mega Divine Glory!
These are the days when,
as a sister, you will step out
on the street, and people
will start quaking and
running away from you,
under a serious divine
conviction of the Spirit of
God, which is creating an
overwhelming holy fear!
They will wonder what is
going on, because of the
anointing on you! Brothers
and sisters, there is going
to be a great glory upon the
Bride, a Mega Anointing,
such as the world has
never seen, and with this
glory we will go up! We
must realise that this evil
world is due for a shaking, a
very great shaking, on
account of their incredible
godlessness, their raw
satanic audacity, and their
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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abominable iniquity, and
GOD WILL USE THE
BRIDE TO SHAKE THIS
WORLD! Are you not
happy for your portion?!
Are you not greatly
blessed?! Church, this
glory is ordained for this
day, this Final Junction of
Time, for it is ordained for
this very move, and not
another, as this is where it
ALL Ends! Please note that
this does not stop or take
away the persecution that
the Lord has ordained for
the saints to face in that
day, such as beatings,
imprisonments, outright
rejection and denial by
family, etcetera, and it does
not even mean that a
number of saints will not be
martyred, for this is what
“The Squeeze” is about!
Are you listening to me?
Nevertheless, it is a time
that God is going to
demonstrate His awesome
majesty in discipline,
because we will speak, and
things will begin to happen!
They put Apostle Peter in
prison, and God sent His
Angel to him. The Angel of
the Lord went and busted
open the prison doors,
removed the chains with
which he was bound,
brought Peter out, and
simply asked him to go and
continue preaching! Yet,
ALL the soldiers were still
standing at their posts of
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duty, guarding the prison,
and they heard nothing,
and also saw nothing!
Church, if God did that in
that day, He most certainly
can do it again today,
because God is going to
prove that He is not a
memory, and neither is He
a historical God, nor is He a
dead God! Therefore, I will
close with this declaration,
a statement of Truth: The
Power Display of God in
the Ministry of William
Branham, our Elijah, was
only A Wave Sheaf, a
Foretaste of what God is
going to do through “The
Seven Thunders.” On
29th December 1963, in his
message, titled, Look Away
To Jesus, paragraphs 3839, Brother Branham
declared prophetically:
“So now I am going to
say something to you,
now, that I haven't said all
along. And, that is, the
thing that we have looked
forward to for so long,
(for at least many years,
four or five years, or
maybe longer), THE
THIRD PULL”, (IN ITS
SECOND PHASE,
expressed in the Power of
the Spoken Word), “has
NOW been vindicated,
and I'm sure you ALL
know what it is. Now
remember, there'll never
be an impersonation of
that, 'cause it can't be”
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(impersonated). “See, it
cannot be. Now it's in
existence. And… I am
warned of this, that
soon… Right at this time
now it's just happened,
so it could identify its
presence among you,
see, but it will not be used
IN A GREAT WAY until
this Council begins to
tighten up. And when it
does, when that does…
The Pentecostals, and so
forth, can almost
impersonate anything
can be done. But when
that time comes, WHEN
THE SQUEEZE COMES
DOWN, THEN YOU'LL
SEE, WHAT YOU'VE
SEEN TEMPORARILY,
BE MANIFESTED IN THE
FULLNESS OF ITS
POWER. See? See? See?
See?” This lets us see with
absolute crystal-clarity,
that the display of the
supernatural power of God
in Brother Branham's
Ministry, which completely
stumped and stupefied the
Religious World, is Nothing
in comparison to what is
coming, being only a wave
sheaf of the awesome
power explosion that will
take place, under the Pure
and Original Seed Ministry,
of the Pure and Original
Seed Word Bride! It will be
God moving in a most
spectacular and
u n p r e c e d e n t e d
Ref. No.: 17-11-2019
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supernatural way, in total
manifestation of His Divine
Power, which will Explode
on this Planet, in raw and
undeniable vindication of
the Truth of Jesus Christ,
FOR THE WORD OF
GOD, THE HOLY BIBLE,
IS WHAT WILL HAVE THE
LAST SAY! “WATCHMAN,
what of the night?
WATCHMAN, what of the
night?” Where Are We?
Exactly where are we? We
are now in The Apostolic
Teaching Phase. And you
had better join yourself to
this Apostolic Chariot,
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Christ's Engagement
Train, driven by the Spirit of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, that you may log on
to The Truth OF LIFE, For
TRUTH IS MARCHING
ON! That is the reason the
Lord Jesus Christ has
graciously invited this
Grossly Apostate and
Completely Deluded
Laodicean Age, saying:
“Come and Dine.” “Come
and Sup with me; come
and have an extremely
rich, most scrumptious,
and sumptuous Meal, in
the Bride's Engagement

Feast.” For the Lord is
offering nothing other than
Pure Revealed Faith,
which is The Gold OF LIFE
EVERLASTING, in this
A p o s t o l i c Te a c h i n g
Season, through this
Apostolic Teaching Phase,
The Hour of Gold. It is the
Master's Table, where the
Lord Breaks Bread, For the
Spirit of “A Flying Eagle”
i s s t i l l F l y i n g . ( R e v.
3:18,20,22; Rev. 4:7). Let
us bow our heads in prayer.
(Brother Amos prayed).
The Lord bless you.
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This second epistle, beloved, I now write unto you;
in both which I stir up your pure minds
by way or remembrance:
That ye may be mindful of the words which were
spoken before by the holy prophets, and of
the commandment of us the apostles of
the Lord and Saviour:
Knowing this first, that there shall come in the
last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts.
2 Peter 3:1-3
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Ham Is In The Covenant (April 2012)
The Hour Of Gold - Part 1 - 2 (June - July 2012)
Rapturing Faith (August 2012)
The Revelation Of God Is One (September 2012)
The Angel Of Time: Who Is He? (October 2012)
The Restoration Of The Serpent? (December 2012)
The White Throne Judgment (January 2013)
The Seventh Seal (February 2013)
The Threefold Mystery of The Seventh Seal (March 2013)
Sin Lieth At The Door (April 2013)
The Present Day Identity Of The Serpent (June 2013)
Doors In Door (July 2013)
Ezekiel 38 And 39 Battle - A Revisit (August 2013)
The Apostolic Ministry: Timothy And Titus. (September 2013)
The Application of Types And Shadows (Principles Of Types And Shadows) - Parts 1 & 2 (Oct. - Dec. 2013)
The Application of Types And Shadows (The Wilderness Experience) - Part 3 (January 2014)
The Application of Types And Shadows (Who Is This Melchizedek?) - Parts 4 & 5 (Feb. - Mar. 2014)
The Seven Spirits Before The Throne (April 2014)
God In The Laodicean Age: The Year 2005 - Parts 1 & 2 (June 2014)
The Input Of Ham (July 2014)
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December 2021

Our Convention dates for 2022 is as follows:
November Convention: 17th - 20th, 2022.

NOTE: Our email address has changed.
All are welcome to the meetings. If you need more information, or if you
have any questions or any comments, please feel free to contact us. All
correspondence should be addressed to:
pastorbft@yahoo.com
For those who prefer to write, our postal address is at the bottom of this
page. We look forward to hearing from you.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Part 3: The Uniqueness Of The Ministry (January 2007).
The Foundation Of The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 4&5: Testing For Faithfulness (January 2007).
Locating God: The Visitation Of God, Parts 1&2 (February 2007).
Affinity With Evil (February 2007).
Where Are We? (February 2007).
The Way Forward (February 2007).
The Plot, Parts 1 - 4 (March 2007).
The Seven Thunders In Relation To The Five Fold Ministry, Parts 1&2 (March 2007).
The Jewish Connection, Parts 1& 2 (April 2007).
The Third Pull (June 2007).
The Third Pull, And The Three Steps Into The Rapture (June 2007).
The Angel Of The Seventh Seal (June 2007).
They Came To Present Themselves, Parts 1&2 (July 2007).
The Invitation (July 2007).
The Promise To The Overcomer, Parts 1-3 (July 2007).
The Manifestation Of The Sons Of God (July 2007).
A Woman Rises In America (July 2007).
The Prophetic Ministry Of William Branham, Parts 1-4 (August 2007).
The Three Scribes (September 2007).
Ministerial Irresponsibility (September 2007).

Directory contd. in the inner cover.

Mobile.: +234-7060406157, 09082709737.

